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You the poor shall also consume  
Abundance beyond your wildest dreams’  

In our Fourth Kingdom all the colours of the rainbow  
Will be spread across the world.  

Light in the dark street,  
Democracy  

And music, symphonic music, ever in the air  
The Fourth Kingdom is a victory of synthesis over extraction  

A city of curves and streamlines  
Of sweep and rounded beauty  

A permanence uncorrupted by rot or corrosion  
Pressed, squeezed, rolled, drawn out, cast and carved  

All things Bright and Beautiful  
We will no longer pilfer and pillage, ransack the earth but produce  

Nature’s larder will be left untouched  
Grained ivory, turtle shell, amber, horn,  

mother of pearl, coral, the lac beetle  
ebony, mahogany and oak,  

the whale swims in the blue ocean  
the elephant runs free  

the leatherback turtle saved  
Beyond vegetable, animal or mineral…... 

From the great carbon river of life  
Our fourth kingdom  

Synthetica  
Whose boundaries are unlimited.  
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Synopsis

‘Synthetica’ a fictional map from Fortune mag-
azine 1940, captures the excitement of a new 
era,  a hi-tech plastic world, a modernity forged 
at the cutting edge of industrial chemistry.  

The world will never look the same again. This 
chapter explores the idea that plastic could her-
ald the end of poverty and bring an era of true 
democracy through making consumable items 
more affordable. The time of relying on mate-
rials derived from animals is over and nature’s 
larder will be left untouched.

“Arise Synthetica, our Fourth Kingdom. On 
this broad continent of plastics, the countries 
march right out of the natural worlds – that 
wild area of firs and rubber plantations – into 
the illimitable world of the molecule.  It’s a 
world boxed only by the cardinal points of 
the chemical compass - carbon, hydrogen, 
oxygen, nitrogen, ... It floats upon the Sea 
of Glass, one of the oldest plastics known 
to man. New countries, like Melamine, con-
stantly bulge from its coastline.  The Alkyd 
country, a great swamp of bright impervi-
ous plastic paints, great chemical river sys-
tems like Acetylene, ...  Rayon is a plastic 
island off the cellulose coast, with a glitter-
ing night life. The state of Urea, more friv-
olous, colour loving. The Crystal Mountains 
of Acrylic run down into the Crystal Hills of 
Styrene.  Phenolic fed by the Formaldehyde 
River: Capital; Bakelite ruled by Union Car-
bide and Carbon Corporation.”   
  
“In this, our Fourth Kingdom, we will walk the 
streets at night illuminated to the brightness 
of daylight, flooded with changing colours, to 
the accompaniment of symphonic music, syn-
thetically produced by the blending of elec-
tronic waves. Arise Synthetica” 
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Look closely at the libretto and consider the themes of 
democracy 

 

Research

The Opera introduces plastics as a democratising force. 
The French philosopher Barthes writes that it is ‘the first 
magical material that consents to be prosaic’.  What oth-
er objects or tools (technologies?) can you think of which 
have made the world more democratic? What historical 
information can you find out about it? Who invented it? 
Does the object still have an impact today?

Research and informally present your ideas to the class.

Project 2: Democratic Matter 

task one
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Project 2: Democratic Matter 

Chemistry
The pictures show a selection of desirable objects, some of which are 
derived from natural resources such as horn and ivory, and some that have 
been made synthetically and are manmade plastics. Can you tell which is 
which? Share your ideas about why you have come to this conclusion in a 
class discussion.

As plastics manufacturing grew, items such as hair combs no longer need-
ed to be hand crafted from material such as tortoiseshell and thousands 
could be made from one single mould. Can you find out about how any of 
the items on this page are manufactured?

task two
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Project 2: Democratic Matter 

Media

Owing to the manufacturing process,  plastics are often talked 
of as a great democratiser. Why is this? In a small group discuss 
and decide whether, in your opinion, plastic is a democratising 
force. 
 
Using items from the MoDiP website to illustrate your argument 
create a 5 minute videocast addressing the question  ‘is plastic 
the ultimate democratiser?’ with your group.

task three
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Project 2: Democratic Matter 

Composition

In the score of the opera Synthetica the composer incorporates ref-
erences to a variety of musical genres including music found in TV 
advertisements. Thus gives an ironic, often comic undercurrent to the 
text.  In this movement, electric harpsichords and slightly Baroque 
heroism point to sentiments which in 1900 were heroic and which we 
have come to interpret in a more complex light.
  
The ‘Marseillaise’ march, is one of the best known European freedom 
songs.  Use this as a heroic template.   Take the first 10 bars of this, 
retain the march characteristics and the chord structure and overlay 
with your own melody and lyrics to declare the democratic value of 
your chosen article.  

Write an ending phrase of your own choosing and orchestrate as you 
wish. Go for a mix of humour, irony and truth as you see fit. Record 
and share with your class.   

https://www.onlinepianist.com/sheet-music/ and seach maseillaise

task four

https://www.onlinepianist.com/sheet-music/national-anthems/maseillaise

